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The new genereation of cream slices

Our Cream Delight Slices

OUR CREAM DELIGHT SLICES

An overview of all Cream Delight Slices
Item no. Name
Weight
Dimensions
Weight / portion
Portions Slices / carton
Cartons
							
per palette / tier

EAN Carton

8109803

Strawberry Vanilla Chocolate Slices

1.700 g

19,5 x 29 cm

113 g

15

4

66 / 11

4004311098035

8109786

Mousse au Chocolat Slices

1.500 g

19,5 x 29 cm

100 g

15

4

66 / 11

4004311097861

8109801

Passion Fruit Skyr Slices

1.750 g

19,5 x 29 cm

116 g

15

4

66 / 11

4004311098011

8109797

Salted Caramel Slices

1.650 g

19,5 x 29 cm

110 g

15

4

66 / 11

4004311097977
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Many good reasons for new cream slices
Your potential
old-fashioned. But things look quite different when

Generation
cream slice

it comes to the recipes - tried-and-tested flavours

Generation X has completely devoted itself to nos-

People often think that traditional cream slices are

are still popular. However, with standard portions,

talgia. It is loyal to products and likes rewarding

even one slice is often too much. So how can you

itself with something sweet. When it comes to cake,

benefit from this potential? The winning formula

it likes smaller portions best. A generation that is

for a new kind of slice:

just made for our new Cream Delight slices. Or is it
the other way around?

+
=

smaller portions

Generation X

popular flavours

• born between 1965 and 1979
• the family generation (often 1 to 2 children)

Cream Delight Slices

• large share of double-income households
• the customer group with the highest purchasing
power
• food is still considered as indulgence, not selfoptimization

New size
Great value for money. The new slice format gives
you an attractive portion size that matches perfectly with a coffee or with lunch. Not too big but highly

Benefits
In the counter

appealing.

• New, modern look

• pre-cut in 15 portions

• Opportunity for attractive combo offers with

• just the right portion size
• high appeal thanks to attractive product height
• more portions per box compared to regular slices
• perfect cost control

• Retains consistency for 48 hours (refrigerated)
hot drinks

Towards your guests
• Attractive portion price
• Suitable as an afternoon treat or as a dessert
• Choice of popular flavours

Strawberry Vanilla Chocolate Slices

pre-cut
15 portions
19,5 x 29 cm

Mousse au Chocolat Slices

Serving suggestion

pre-cut
15 portions
19,5 x 29 cm

Serving suggestion

Good on their own, together a smasher. Several popular fla-

Simply creamy & chocolaty: the new Mousse au Chocolat Slice

vours meet in the Strawberry Vanilla Chocolate Slice. Delicious

is made of two dark muffin layers encasing a dark choco-

cocoa cream with cocoa mousse covers a dark muffin base. This

late mousse. This is crowned with white mousse au chocolat,

is topped with a light muffin layer and smooth bourbon vanilla

adorned with grated white chocolate and cocoa cream.

cream. Fruity strawberry cream with fruit puree, dotted with
vanilla cream, strawberry cubes and chocolate drops rounds off
this creamy temptation. Simply to fall in love with!

Defrosting time: Refrigerated (6 – 7 °C) approx. 8 hours
Article number 8109803

Here‘s how to do it

1. Use a brush to paint fruit coulis on the plate

Weight

Dimenions

Weight / portion

Portions

Slices / box

1.700 g

19,5 x 29 cm

113 g

15

4

2. Position the product
3. Cut up puffed rice wafer
4. Garnish with grated chocolate and mint leaves

Defrosting time: Refrigerated (6 – 7 °C) approx. 8 hours
Article number 8109786

Here‘s how to do it

1. Decorate your plate with chocolate sauce

Weight

Dimenions

Weight / portion

Portions

Slices / box

1.500 g

19,5 x 29 cm

100 g

15

4

2. Position the product
3. Decorate with crispy sticks and amarettinis
4. Garnish with amarettini crumbs

Passion Fruit Skyr Slices

pre-cut
15 portions
19,5 x 29 cm

Salted Caramel Slices

Serving suggestion

pre-cut
15 portions
19,5 x 29 cm

Serving suggestion

Now things are getting fruity. With the new Passion Fruit Skyr

Crispy meets creamy in the Salted Caramel Slice. Delicious

Slice, smooth skyr vanilla cream is encased in two fluffy muffin

caramel cream and little pieces of caramel cover a crispy base.

layers. The cream is given a fruity note with peach cubes and

On top: a layer of dark muffin with smooth bourbon vanilla

a peach-passion fruit mix. Yellow glaze and an extra wild top

cream and salty caramel cream. Simply irresistible!

round off this fruit extravaganza.

Here‘s how to do it

1. Make fruit puree from peach and passion fruit

Defrosting time: Refrigerated (6 – 7 °C) approx. 8 hours
Article number 8109801

Weight
1.750 g

Dimenions
19,5 x 29 cm

Weight / portion
116 g

2. Decorate your plate with fruit puree

Portions
15

Slices / box
4

3. Position the product
4. Garnish it with desiccated coconut, pomegranate and
chocolate biscuit

Defrosting time: Refrigerated (6 – 7 °C) approx. 8 hours
Article number 8109797

Here‘s how to do it

1. Swirl caramel into fresh yogurt

Weight

Dimenions

Weight / portion

Portions

Slices / box

1.650 g

19,5 x 29 cm

110 g

15

4

2. Position the product
3. Decorate with fresh fruit and wafers

